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Rhythms Music Sight Reading Exercises
Tracy Lee Heavner is Associate Professor of Music Education, Music Theory and Applied
Woodwinds at the University of South Alabama in Mobile.
Over 300 sight reading exercises for any instrument!Formatted exclusively for the Amazon
Kindle; music notes are clear and crisp!BOOK FORWARD:By purchasing this book, you have
made an investment in your musicianship. This book was designed to give musicians a series
of progressive rhythms to sight read on a regular basis.Just as exercise helps an athlete
become stronger and quicker, these musical exercises are designed to give you the same
results in a musical context. Practice these examples regularly and you will be rewarded with a
better command of rhythm and a better facility for sight reading. Improving sight reading
abilities helps any musician, no matter what instrument or style of music you play.The following
items are included in this book: quarter notes, quarter note rests, half notes, half note rests,
whole notes, whole note rests, eighth notes, and sixteenth notes. As you will see, notes that
have smaller values than one beat are always grouped together so that they equal one beat.
All rhythms are in 4/4.The second book in this series builds upon these concepts and
incorporates additional time signatures, more complex rhythms and musical concepts.The
Editors at Hudson Valley Music Publishing.
The full eBook version of Improve Your Sight-Reading! Grade 2 in fixed-layout format - part of
the best-selling series by Paul Harris guaranteed to improve your sight-reading! This workbook
helps the player overcome problems, by building up a complete picture of each piece, through
rhythmic and melodic exercises related to specific technical issues, then by studying prepared
pieces with associated questions, and finally going solo with a series of meticulously-graded
sight-reading pieces. This edition has been completely re-written, with exercises and pieces to
support the Associated Board's sight-reading requirements from 2009. Improve Your SightReading! will help you improve your reading ability, and with numerous practice tests included,
will ensure sight-reading success in graded exams.
This collection presents the user with a series of increasingly difficult rhythms on a single pitch.
The rhythmic material in this series is organized into 10 difficulty levels. Each difficulty level
contains four exercises in each of the following time signatures: 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8, 9/8, and
12/8. This gives exercises in 2, 3, and 4 beats per bar in both simple and compound meters.
The first two exercises of each time signature have no ties while the remaining two exercises in
each time signature include ties. In Book 1 of this series you’ll find difficulty levels 1 to 5, while
Book 2 completes the set with levels 6 to 10. To curate the difficulty levels I looked at all of the
possible ways we can use eighth-notes and sixteenth-notes to subdivide a single beat without
the use of tuplets. The lowest difficulty level is comprised of the easiest of these one-beat
rhythmic groupings. Subsequent difficulty levels include more challenging groupings while
continuing to use the easier ones from previous chapters. In this way the difficulty levels are
cumulative: level 1 uses only the easiest groupings, but by level 9, all of the possible rhythmic
groupings have been introduced. Level 10 increases the density of challenging groupings by
omitting the easier ones. The introductory page of each chapter introduces the rhythmic
groupings that will be added or omitted in that chapter. On some occasions rhythmic groupings
are respelled; however, these new spellings are not formally introduced at the beginning of the
chapter. The exercises in this collection are intentionally random and difficult to internalize. In
keeping the rhythmic material as unpredictable as possible the door is left open for the
materials to be used in many ways. It also forces the user to process every rhythm as its own
event without relying on pattern recognition for help. Some suggestions for how to use this
book include: Practice sight-reading. The goal in practising sight-reading is not to learn the
material but to develop the skill of reading new material. When practising sight-reading I
encourage you to cycle through exercises quickly rather than mastering each one. Use a
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metronome! The most important thing you can do with this material is learn how to read these
rhythms and play them in time. Advanced metronome work: Placing the metronome click on
non-strong beats forces you to take responsibility for the time in a different way and trains you
to hear how your rhythm relates to each subdivision of the beat. For example, instead of
putting the metronome click on each quarter-note in 4/4, play the exercise with the metronome
giving the second eighth note of each beat, or the last sixteenth note, or beats 2 and 4, or
every third sixteenth note. Be creative with this one; the possibilities are limitless! Develop
independence between hands by playing a repeating pattern in one hand while reading an
exercise in the other. Expand on this by adding patterns in hands and feet while reading a
rhythm with a remaining limb. This is a great exercise for drummers and percussionists but any
instrumentalist could benefit from coordination practice. Use these rhythms to practice scales.
Instead of playing scales in straight sixteenth-notes, try playing them in the rhythms given in
these exercises. Write in sticking patterns, dynamics, accents, phrase marks, or other
articulations for you or your students to practice. If you’re not happy with the ties I included,
feel free to add some of your own. Combine the above exercises in any way that you think will
be beneficial to your practice. As with any of the Dots and Beams books, the uses for this
particular collection are limited only by the imagination of the musician using it. I encourage
anybody using this book to find as many uses for these exercises as possible.
Sight Reading: the Rhythm Book is a graded workbook for instrumentalists and vocalists
designed to develop sight reading and rhythmic skills by presenting a course of progressive
lessons and studies specifically aimed at these areas. Many different rhythmic groupings and
writing styles and clearly presented and analyzed. This book will provide invaluable assistance
to all musicians and lead to a greater understanding of the fundamentals of rhythm. Through
the development of the counting method employed in this book and the analysis of rhythmic
structure-identification of the various notes, rests, groups and signs used-the student will attain
greater ease and facility when approaching sight reading material.
The exercises in Sight Reading Mastery are limitless and continually challenge, develop and
improve your sight reading skills - however far you advance.
Rhythm Made Easy takes rhythm and turns it into simple, digestible clapping exercises that
can be executed by anyone looking to learn how to count rhythm. Each exercise builds on the
last, and Ross the Music Teacher has a video example for each and every exercise, totaling
100! Isolate rhythm and master it, so that you can count flawlessly on your instrument.
(Music Instruction). Rhythms are certainly the largest challenge in reading and writing music.
This book makes learning to read and write rhythms easy, teaching you in a step-by-step
method starting from the very basics. Supported by recordings of the exercises and
worksheets that help you practice the material, you will have all you need to learn quarter note,
eighth note, and triplet eighth rhythms, including syncopations. Whether you are an
experienced musician who has never learned notation, a total beginner, a vocalist or student of
any instrument, or interested in playing or composing any style of music, with The Rhythm
Book you can build a solid foundation in reading and writing rhythms.

(Book). This invaluable guide and accompanying CD give bass players both the
musical background and training needed to get on with their grooving. With
lessons guided by a metronome and presented in various musical styles and
rhythmic applications, bassists increase their ability to internalize rhythm. The
book also breaks down classic styles and grooves from rock, blues, R&B, jazz,
Afro-Caribbean, and other traditions. Each example includes a notated version of
the drum part and details how to program it into a drum machine.
This book has become a classic in all musicians' libraries for rhythmic analysis
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and study. Designed to teach syncopation within 4/4 time, the exercises also
develop speed and accuracy in sight-reading with uncommon rhythmic figures. A
must for all musicians, especially percussionists interested in syncopation.
(Guitar Method). A thorough presentation of rhythms commonly found in
contemporary music, including 68 harmonized melodies and 42 rhythm
exercises. This highly respected and popular book is also an excellent source for
duets, sight-reading and chord studies.
Book 3 includes hands-together playing of simple two-part textures, key
signatures of up to three sharps or flats, and triad and interval reading.
Progressively teaches the student to sight read through observation and study of
phrase shape, melodic outline, harmonic structure and overall rhythmic feeling of
the music.
This book of pieces aims to establish good practice and provide an early
introduction to the essential skill of sight-reading. In Part 1 the basic keys of C, G,
F and D major and A and D minor are explored while keeping the movement
limited to steps, skips and repeated notes in a 5-note range. In Part 2 students
are encouraged to identify the key for themselves. Accidentals, dotted notes,
simple ties and syncopations occur in the exercises. Intervals of 4ths and 5ths
are also included.
A sequential sight-singing curriculum for all choirs. Each of the six units
(containing four lessons each) clearly introduces new music reading concepts,
reinforces those concepts with several rhythm and pitch exercises, motivates
students with helpful hints and challenge exercises, and concludes with fun-filled
review games and "Evaluating Your Performance" questions. The helpful
"Getting Ready" pages (which precede each unit) are filled with music
fundamentals, and for choirs who have never read music before, an optional
"Before We Begin" chapter opens the book. And it's all a neatly laid out
publication and a perfect fit for your students. From whole notes to sixteenth-note
patterns, seconds to sevenths, key signatures, dynamics, articulations, and
tempo markings; it's all here, and it's all logically ordered to insure student
success! Spend just a few minutes a day with this book and your choir, too, will
learn to "Sing at First Sight!"
One of the most valuable skills musicians can acquire is that of being able to
read at first sight all (or most) of the music they are asked to play.Sight reading is
a skill that enables the student to make the most out of the time available to sing
or play an instrument. The student can use the time otherwise spent on working
out "rhythm" problems, to increase musicality and will be able to cover more
literature. And every professional musician knows that the "musician who reads
gets the jobs."It's also true that the better the members of any school or other
musical group sight read, the better that group will sound. This is true for several
reasons: First, more time can be spent on the development of other aspects of
quality performing (sound, balance, intonation, and other general musicianship
skills). Second, the time involved in reaching an acceptable performance level is
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less, so the music will naturally be more interesting to the performer. And this
"freshness" willshow up dramatically in the concert or festival. Third, the director
will now be able to use more rehearsal time to teach some of the things (theory,
music history, conducting, composition, etc.) that he or she "just didn't have time
for" previously. The more each student understands about music as a whole, the
bigger their contribution will be to the group. Of course the greatest benefit will go
to the individual student. The enjoyment of music will be enhanced considerably
as a result of the skills gained in the reading of new music. It's been my
experience that students, at a very young age (at least by the sixth grade) are
capable of handling the concepts and skills required for effective sight reading.
There are of course, several areas in which skills must be developed before a
student will be able to sight read well. The skill I'll focus on in this book is rhythm.
This book is an extremely effective method for helping students develop the
ability to read simple and complex rhythms at first sight.The most effective way of
developing the skill of instantly analyzing complex rhythmic figures is pulse
subdivision. The difficulty most of us have had involves the material available to
help us teach these concepts. Once the student understands what to do, practice
material is needed that will help integrate each new concept into their bag of
performance skills. Material is needed that will allow focus on a particular new
concept without the distraction of other playing problems. Enough material is
needed to avoid going over and over the same exercises. (The student can't
learn to sight read if the material is familiar).The manner in which this method
solves this problem is with many lines of "single pitch" exercises. These
exercises allow the student to concentrate on developing particular skills without
having to worry about changes in pitch, etc. There are also enough exercises so
that by the time all of them are covered, the previous exercises are forgotten and
can be reused if necessary.When used by instrumental organizations (bands and
orchestras) or choral groups, choose a single pitch or octaves. Example: Concert
FPiano students (who use their feet on pedals) can vocalize the: say 'down' on
each quarter note and rest. Instrumentalists not using their mouths to generate
sound can vocalize the pulse (percussion, strings, etc.). If fingers are available to
generate the pulse (vocalists), use them against your leg or lap to generate the
pulse.
The Most Comprehensive Guide to Reading Music on the Bass Guitar 104 pages of
limitless sight reading exercises Efficient, detailed lessons on how to read music the
right way Extensive rhythm reading section Over 2 hours of audio to download for free
In a modern world where we have instant access to guitar tablature, YouTube videos,
slowdown software, lesson apps and midi, what is the value in learning to fluently read
music on bass guitar? Sight reading music is an essential part of being able to
communicate with other musicians in their own language. Professional musicians
communicate with written music, and because very few other instruments use tablature,
musicians simply learn to read music as a natural part of learning to play. If you want to
have a better chance of working professionally as a guitarist you must learn to sight
read on your instrument. There are three essential elements to being able to sight read
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on the bass guitar: Pitch Recognition Instant Location of Notes on your Instrument
Rhythm Recognition Sight Reading Mastery for Bass Guitar contains extensive
chapters and exercises that help you achieve mastery of each of these essential
elements in a fun, challenging way. Every important major and minor key is covered, as
are all the rhythms that you will come across in most normal playing situations. The
exercises in Sight Reading Mastery are limitless and continually challenge, develop and
improve your sight reading skills - however far you advance. The problem with many
other sight reading texts is that the student quickly memorises the study pieces that are
included, however, Sight Reading Mastery for Bass Guitar cleverly avoids this problem.
The melodic exercises gradually increase in complexity as you progress through the
page and are designed to be almost impossible to memorise. This leaves the student
with an inexhaustible resource for life. There are dedicated chapters on how to practice,
and scale theory. There are many diagrams detailing the best way to find and play
written pitches on your guitar and of course an in depth study of how to recognise
pitches and rhythms on the written stave. All in all, Sight Reading Mastery for Bass
Guitar is the most comprehensive study guide available to help you fluently read music.
This collection presents its user with a series of notes on a treble staff in the context of
increasingly complex rhythmic material. The pitch material in this book is entirely
diatonic with a space left at the beginning of each system in which one can write a key
signature. Early chapters use only notes on the staff while subsequent chapters begin
to add notes on ledger lines above and below the staff. Each chapter contains two
exercises in each of the following time signatures: 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8, 9/8, and 12/8. This
gives exercises in 2, 3, and 4 beats per bar in both simple and compound meters. From
chapter to chapter the conceptual difficulty of the rhythmic material increases. The
exercises in this collection are intentionally aimless, wandering, and difficult to
internalize. They resemble standard melodies on the surface but don’t emphasize any
particular tonal centre or harmonic movement. They are designed this way for several
reasons. In keeping the melodic material as non-specific as possible the door is left
open for the materials to be used in conjunction with any number of exercises,
something that would be much more difficult with a composition that dictates the
harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic phrasing. It also allows the user to read the exercises
in any key signature, making this a great tool to help students learn to think in different
keys. The unpredictability of these exercises also forces the user to process every note
and rhythm as its own event without relying on pattern recognition or melodic and
harmonic tendencies to help in figuring out the notes and rhythms. While I absolutely
agree that the skill of predicting music’s direction from harmonic and melodic cues is
an essential skill for any musician to develop, I think we will all agree that resources for
this type of reading practice are already abundant. This collection, on the other hand, is
designed to develop the user’s ability to process raw musical data. Once this skill is
strengthened and internalized it is my belief that the act of reading more predictable
and typically melodic music will be made much easier as the processing of notes and
rhythms will be second nature, allowing the musician to focus on musicality. This book
is a supplement to practising sight-reading using “real music,” not a replacement; I
encourage you to use both. If this material is being used to practice sight-reading, it is
encouraged to cycle through the exercises quickly rather than dwelling on a particular
exercise for a long period of time. The goal in practising sight-reading is not to learn the
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material but to develop the skill of reading new material. Some suggestions for how to
use this book include: Read each exercise in all 15 key signatures from 7 flats to 7
sharps. Practice key changes by writing in a different key signature for each system.
Increase the challenge of the previous exercise by using a metronome on weak beats.
For example, instead of putting the metronome click on each quarter-note in 4/4, play
the exercise with the metronome giving the second eighth note of each beat, or the last
sixteenth note, or beats 2 and 4. Be creative with this one, the possibilities are limitless.
Develop independence between hands by playing a repeating pattern in one hand while
reading an exercise in the other. Write in articulations, dynamics, bowing, sticking, or
fingering for your students to practice. As with any of the Dots and Beams books, the
uses for this particular collection are limited only by the imagination of the musician
using it. I highly encourage anybody using this book to find as many uses for these
exercises as possible.
Children's play activities show that they all have a good sense of rhythm. It is obvious to
anyone that has observed how children recite rhymes, march, rock their dolls or skip a
rope. The reason that a music instructor may encounter certain difficulties in teaching
students to read and understand musical rhythms is usually not their lack of sense of
rhythm; rather, it is the inability of young children to correlate it with the way we write
music. The exercises in "My First Book of Rhythm" are intended to bridge the gap
between children's habitual rhythmic activities and the principles of writing the rhythm in
music. They are based on close analogies that are found between rhythm of speech
and rhythm of music, the length of the words and note values or length of the music
bars, stresses in the words and strong and weak beats in music, etc. For these
exercises we use simple children's rhymes, short phrases and simple words of different
length and phonetic structure. Reciting, clapping and counting such speech patterns
help children little by little to correlate them with the ideas of regular musical pulse,
different note values, music bars, strong and weak beats, and so on. After such
exercises the process of learning to read musical rhythm goes much smoother. In each
chapter of the book, one aspect of the rhythm is explored. "My First Book of Rhythm,
Part One" is focused on musical pulse, the length of musical sounds and different note
and rest values (up to eighth notes and including dotted quarters), and the bar structure
of music.
Sight Reading for Strings includes 115 exercises in duet form, student and teacher for
sight reading work at the lesson, ranging from open strings with quarter notes to
complex rhythms in 14 different keys and several meters, some position work and
double stops. Teacher plays with the student the first time, and on the repeat s/he plays
the teacher's part and leaves the student to hold his own on the student part. Once the
student has finished the book, he starts it over and plays the teacher's part all the way
through the book.Teachers will appreciate the Wohlfhart duet etudes, which are
extremely musical, but never familiar, so the student cannot play by ear as he is
reading, as well as the broad range of musical signs not usually found in solo
repertoire, including measure repeat signs, repetitive rhythm shorthand, and Italian
terms, e.g., sul ponticello, con & senza sordino, col legno, sotto voce, and scores of
others, D.C, D.S, Coda, and tempo and articulation terms and signs. Students should
begin SRS once they have completed about 15-20 lessons in the Primer exercises or
as recommended by their teacher, and continue after they finish the Primer, on through
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the Advanced Etudes and Advanced Rhythms.
A collection of exercises for students of advanced grades in sight reading. Focuses on
training the student to identify various rhythm patterns and time signatures of different
melodies.
The Sight Reading Books teach sight reading in a systematic way by creating exercises
based on the same concepts that students are studying in the Lesson Books. Also
includes rhythm sight reading drills and improvisation exercises to develop tactile
freedom on the keyboard. Exercises are short and the music is generally easier than
the corresponding pages in the Lesson Book.
The most engaging and musical Sight-Singing text on the market. Music for Sight
Singing is structured around organized melodiesdrawn from the literature of composed
music and a wide range of the world’s folk music. Real music exercises allow readers
to practice sight singing and develop their “mind’s ear” — the ability to imagine how
music sounds without first playing it on an instrument. The ninth edition continues to
introduce a host of important musical considerations beyond pitch and rhythmincluding dynamics, accents, articulations, slurs, repeat signs, and tempo markings.
The book’s arrangement of simple to complex exercises lays the foundations for
success. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to: Fluently
read rhythms in simple and compound meters, including those in relatively unusual,
irregular, or changing meter signatures. Sight sing melodies in any major or minor key,
and in any diatonic mode. Effortlessly read all four common clefs. Understand common
musical symbols and terms. Recognize and sing important harmonic features such as
dominant seventh and Neapolitan chords. Improvise effectively from a variety of
background structures such as a harmonic progression or an underlying contrapuntal
framework. Negotiate chromatic passages from simple embellishing tones and
tonicizations to modulations to post-tonal music. NOTE: MySearchLab does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To purchase the text with MySearchLab, order
the package ISBN: 020595524X / 9780205955244 Music for Sight Singing Plus
MySearchLab with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205938337 /
9780205938339 Music for Sight Singing 0205955053 / 9780205955053 MySearchLab
with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card -- for Music for Sight Singing
Helps the player overcome problems, by building up a complete picture of each piece,
through rhythmic and melodic exercises related to specific technical issues, then by
studying prepared pieces with associated questions, and finally 'going solo' with a
series of meticulously-graded sight-reading pieces.
Improve your sight-reading! Grade 1 is part of the best-selling series by Paul Harris guaranteed
to improve your sight-reading! This workbook helps the player overcome problems, by building
up a complete picture of each piece, through rhythmic and melodic exercises related to specific
technical issues, then by studying prepared pieces with associated questions, and finally 'going
solo' with a series of meticulously-graded sight-reading pieces. This new edition has been
completely re-written, with new exercises and pieces to support the Associated Board's new
sight-reading requirements from 2009. Improve your sight-reading! will help you improve your
reading ability, and with numerous practice tests included, will ensure sight-reading success in
graded exams.
(Meredith Music Resource). A collection of short, graduated studies for teaching or learning to
read rhythms. Exercises cover all fundamental rhythms, meters, and mixed meters. Ideal as a
supplement or primary reading method. Useful for any instrument or voice.
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This collection presents its user with a series of notes on a bass staff in the context of
increasingly complex rhythmic material. The pitch material in this book is entirely diatonic with
a space left at the beginning of each system in which one can write a key signature. Early
chapters use only notes on the staff while subsequent chapters begin to add notes on ledger
lines above and below the staff. Each chapter contains two exercises in each of the following
time signatures: 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8, 9/8, and 12/8. This gives exercises in 2, 3, and 4 beats per
bar in both simple and compound meters. From chapter to chapter the conceptual difficulty of
the rhythmic material increases. The exercises in this collection are intentionally aimless,
wandering, and difficult to internalize. They resemble standard melodies on the surface but
don’t emphasize any particular tonal centre or harmonic movement. They are designed this
way for several reasons. In keeping the melodic material as non-specific as possible the door
is left open for the materials to be used in conjunction with any number of exercises, something
that would be much more difficult with a composition that dictates the harmonic, melodic, and
rhythmic phrasing. It also allows the user to read the exercises in any key signature, making
this a great tool to help students learn to think in different keys. The unpredictability of these
exercises also forces the user to process every note and rhythm as its own event without
relying on pattern recognition or melodic and harmonic tendencies to help in figuring out the
notes and rhythms. While I absolutely agree that the skill of predicting music’s direction from
harmonic and melodic cues is an essential skill for any musician to develop, I think we will all
agree that resources for this type of reading practice are already abundant. This collection, on
the other hand, is designed to develop the user’s ability to process raw musical data. Once
this skill is strengthened and internalized it is my belief that the act of reading more predictable
and typically melodic music will be made much easier as the processing of notes and rhythms
will be second nature, allowing the musician to focus on musicality. This book is a supplement
to practising sight-reading using “real music,” not a replacement; I encourage you to use both.
If this material is being used to practice sight-reading, it is encouraged to cycle through the
exercises quickly rather than dwelling on a particular exercise for a long period of time. The
goal in practising sight-reading is not to learn the material but to develop the skill of reading
new material. Some suggestions for how to use this book include: Read each exercise in all 15
key signatures from 7 flats to 7 sharps. Practice key changes by writing in a different key
signature for each system. Increase the challenge of the previous exercise by using a
metronome on weak beats. For example, instead of putting the metronome click on each
quarter-note in 4/4, play the exercise with the metronome giving the second eighth note of
each beat, or the last sixteenth note, or beats 2 and 4. Be creative with this one, the
possibilities are limitless. Develop independence between hands by playing a repeating pattern
in one hand while reading an exercise in the other. Write in articulations, dynamics, bowing,
sticking, or fingering for your students to practice. As with any of the Dots and Beams books,
the uses for this particular collection are limited only by the imagination of the musician using it.
I highly encourage anybody using this book to find as many uses for these exercises as
possible.
(Instructional). Learn how to sight-read any rhythm instantly! Wouldn't you like to look at a
complicated rhythmic figure and instantly know how it sounds? If so, then this book is for you.
You'll discover: how to memorize the sound of each commonly occurring, one-beat note
combination * the difference between duple and triple time, simple and compound time, and
6/4 time and 3/2 time * the true meaning of "cut" time * how to instantly play odd groupings
(triplets, quintuplets, etc.) * and much more.
The Most Comprehensive Guide to Reading Music on the Guitar 104 pages of limitless sight
reading exercises Efficient, detailed lessons on how to read music the right way Extensive
rhythm reading section Over 2 hours of audio to download for free In a modern world where we
have instant access to guitar tablature, YouTube videos, slowdown software, lesson apps and
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midi, what is the value in learning to fluently read music on guitar? Sight reading music is an
essential part of being able to communicate with other musicians in their own language.
Professional musicians communicate with written music, and because very few other
instruments use tablature, musicians simply learn to read music as a natural part of learning to
play. If you want to have a better chance of working professionally as a guitarist you must learn
to sight read on your instrument. There are three essential elements to being able to sight read
on the guitar: Pitch Recognition Instant Location of Notes on your Instrument Rhythm
Recognition Sight Reading Mastery for Guitar contains extensive chapters and exercises that
help you achieve mastery of each of these essential elements in a fun, challenging way. Every
important major and minor key is covered, as are all the rhythms that you will come across in
most normal playing situations. The exercises in Sight Reading Mastery are limitless and
continually challenge, develop and improve your sight reading skills - however far you
advance. The problem with many other sight reading texts is that the student quickly
memorises the study pieces that are included, however, Sight Reading Mastery for Guitar
cleverly avoids this problem. The melodic exercises gradually increase in complexity as you
progress through the page and are designed to be almost impossible to memorise. This leaves
the student with an inexhaustible resource for life. There are dedicated chapters on how to
practice, and scale theory. There are many diagrams detailing the best way to find and play
written pitches on your guitar and of course an in depth study of how to recognise pitches and
rhythms on the written stave. All in all, Sight Reading Mastery for Guitar is the most
comprehensive study guide available to help you fluently read music on the guitar.
Is there a shortcut to learn how to sight-read rhythms? Well, this book may be the answer to
that question! Here you'll find almost 200 pages of instructions and exercises that will make
you an excellent sight-reader of rhythms in no time! The unique method for sight-reading in this
book uses the same principle as learning a new language. It incorporates the ear and helps
you develop the ability to quickly identify patterns, here called "rhythm-pictures". This book was
first released in Swedish in 1996 as "A vista teknik, hur du blir en bättre notläsare, del 1 rytmbilder". It soon became the standard material for music schools and musicians when it
comes to sight-reading rhythms. Now it has finally been translated into English.
(Musicians Institute Press). A comprehensive guide to: notes, rests, counting, subdividing, time
signatures, triplets, ties, dotted notes and rests, cut time, compound time, swing, shuffle,
rhythm studies, counting systems, road maps and more!
Sight-reading is an important aspect of making music and should in some form become a
regular part of a student's routine each time they play their instrument. Regular sight-reading
helps the pupil to gain greater confidence when approaching any new piece of music for the
first time. Schott's Sight-Reading books aims to establish the habit early in every student's
learning process and the emphasis is on providing idiomatic tunes and structures for the
specific instruments rather than sterile sight-reading exercises. Starting from very easy pieces
with familiar shapes and rhythms, the range of notes, keys and rhythms gradually develops. In
addition to this, each section of the books concludes with duets and accompanied pieces
allowing the student to gain experience of sight-reading within the context of ensemble playing.
Accompaniment exercises can be found at the end of the piano books.

CONTAINS: 137 exercises with right hand and left hand exercises.As I teach
piano for various levels of students in various age groups for over 13 years, I am
yet to see a great comprehensive book with a genuinely easy method to make
my students proficient with sight reading. Most sight reading books for beginners
are not very effective for most students. Either they are advancing way too fast or
they simply do not have enough exercises. The students ended up the excerpt
after multiple attempts - annihilating the point of reading at sight.Although tempo
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mark, dynamic mark, and articulation mark are important and integral parts of
reading music, most sight reading books have not focused enough on the utmost
important aspect of reading music, which is note movements and rhythm. If the
student can't play a simple notation with the right rhythm, how could we ask them
to split their focus on other markings?In the first half of this book, students will be
presented by exercises that only involve one hand at the time. Where the student
can focus only on the movement of the notes and simple to a more complex
rhythm. Only at the second half of the book will the students be presented by
both hands exercises. By this point, the students will have proficiency with note
movements and rhythm on a single line(hand). The students will slowly and
increasingly be introduced to more complex note movements and/or rhythms.
This book is designed to be completed within 1-2 years with some discretion of
the teacher after assessing students weekly progress. But the goal of this book is
to make sure that every beginner student will be proficient with pure notation
reading in roughly two years.
This book provides its user with a series of notes on a bass staff with no rhythm
values and no meter. Chapters are organized by the placement of the notes
relative to the staff; on the staff, above the staff, below the staff, on and above
the staff, and on and below the staff. For each pitch range there is one chapter
with no accidentals and one chapter with accidentals. All exercises have a space
at the beginning of each staff to write in a key signature, allowing each exercise
to be read in all keys and used in many ways. The aim with this book is to allow
the user to focus specifically on exercises centred around pitch without the
distraction of rhythmic values or time signatures. This can begin with the practice
of sight-reading but can expand to include many other learning goals. The
diatonic sets contain notes with no accidentals or key signature. These
collections can be read as written, using only natural notes, or in any of the 15
key signatures from 7 flats to 7 sharps. Chromatic collections include sharp and
flat notes as well as natural ones. The later exercises in these chapters increase
the difficulty by including B#, Cb, E#, and Fb. Ledger line chapters start with the
first ledger line and gradually expand away from the staff. Exercises above and
below the staff extend to the space just beyond the fourth ledger line. The
random nature of the notes in these exercises is intentional; it forces the user to
pay attention to each note and makes the exercises very difficult to memorize,
ensuring that they will still present a challenge even after multiple readings. It’s
important when sight-reading to cycle through the exercises quickly rather than
dwelling on a single exercise for a long time. This will ensure that you’re
strengthening your ability to read the notes rather than just memorizing the
exercises. Some suggestions for how to use this book include: - Gain comfort
reading the notes and finding them on your instrument in no particular rhythm or
tempo. A greater challenge can be achieved by playing them at a steady tempo
or by playing them in a simple rhythmic pattern. Beginner students can begin by
writing in the note names. - Play each exercise in all 15 key signatures. Page 10/12
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Advanced theory students and improvising musicians can also use these
exercises to practice identifying scale degrees in various keys or playing chords
built on every scale degree in the chosen key. - Develop comfort with chords by
playing a chord built on each note in the exercise. For example: for each note in
the exercise, play the major chord with that root. Increase the difficulty with
different chord qualities or different chord tones, for example: for every note, play
the minor 7th chord in which the given note is the 3rd. - Practice transposing into
different keys. This is an especially useful challenge for people who play
transposing instruments such as brass and woodwind instruments. - Chapters
with wide ranges can present a great exercise for musicians who play
instruments where large leaps are a challenge. People who play strings, mallet
percussion, piano, woodwinds, and brass would be among those who would
benefit from practising these awkward leaps and falls. As with any of the Dots
and Beams books, the uses for this particular collection are limited only by the
imagination of the musician using it. I highly encourage anybody using this book
to find as many uses for it as possible. My hope is that as you grow as a
musician you will find ever more creative and challenging ways to use these
materials so that you can return to these books for years and still find a valuable
way to use them.
- An approach based on self-learning and recognition of rhythmic and melodic
patterns. - Original tunes, rather than abstract sight-reading exercises. - 214
carefully graded pieces in a range of musical styles. - Eight sections ranging from
open strings to 3rd position. - Each section concludes with a set of duets and
accompanied pieces for practice of ensemble sight-reading. - Tunes progress
towards all key signatures up to three sharps and flats. - Preliminary towards
grade 5.
First and foremost: THIS IS NOT A METHOD BOOK. It is precisely what it says it
is: 300 Progressive Sight Reading Exercises! Volume One is comprised of 300
progressive eight-bar exercises that train reading skills for both hands equally:
Half of the pieces emphasize the right hand, the other half emphasize the left.
The first 32 exercises isolate the hands while the remaining exercises combine
them. For most of the exercises, the de-emphasized hand stays within a single
five-finger position. Time signatures include 4/4 (Common Time), 3/4, 2/4, 6/8,
and 2/2 (Cut Time). This entire first volume is in C Major or its relative modes.
Key signatures, accidentals, dynamics, tempo, and expressive markings will be
covered in future volumes. All of the exercises are eight measures long. If one
has done any study of formal analysis, they will find that eight measures is a
typical 'period' of music and usually contains two, four-bar phrases (also typical in
length). For example, many sonatinas, jazz standards, and pop songs use "32
Bar Form" (A A B A), "Binary Form" (A B), and "Ternary Form" (A B A), with each
section often being eight bars. Thus, eight measures (one period of music)
makes the perfect length for sight-reading studies in my opinion. How to use this
book: Start where the exercises begin and work across the book - from exercise
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1, 5, 9, 13 and so on until you get to a point where the music challenges you and
then mark your ending point. The next practice, play exercises 2, 6, 10, 14, and
so on... The next: 3, 7, 11, 15 and so on, and finally 4, 8, 12, 16, and so on. If you
want to work at your "break point" (the point in the book where you can no longer
play musically), work DOWN the page instead of across the pages. Note: This
book is also available in a LARGE PRINT version that for printing purposes had
to be divided into two books. If you have poor vision or want this book to be easy
to SEE on an electronic device, you might prefer the Large Print Version. "These
books differ from conventional 'methods' in that technical and theoretical
instructions have been omitted, in the belief that these are more appropriately left
for the teacher to explain to the student." - Bela Bartok, Mikrokosmos. I wholeheartedly agree with Bartok's sentiment and if music teachers would ask their
students what they like least (or hate the most) about typical lessons, it is the
method books that win this contest EVERY TIME. I have completely eliminated
method books from my own teaching practice and have much happier and more
productive students than ever. While this book is intended to train sight-reading
skills, it may also be used by beginners or those new to reading to acquire basic
reading skills, but it assumes one either has a teacher or can at least find C on
their instrument. It starts at a very basic level (only three notes) and adds a new
note, rhythm, or concept every four exercises and thoroughly reinforces them
throughout the rest of the book. Next, the music's composition is a slave to its
function: The purpose of the books is to train reading skill, and the exercises
keep challenging the range that has been established by previous exercises as
well as less-than-convenient intervalic skips. They are composed from a 'musicfirst' perspective, as opposed to an 'instrument-first' perspective, and are
purposely composed to be difficult to memorize. For example, the first exercises
begin on C because they are in the key of C, and then go on to sometimes start
and end on different scale degrees of the same key. Those familiar with the
Fundamental Modes will likely recognize what they are hearing, but those
unfamiliar with these modes will likely be hearing something that sounds a bit
different, or odd, until their ears acclimate to these sounds. I see many students
go through this process with altered dominants and augmented triads as well.
(Fretted). This Berklee Workshop is a comprehensive collection of exercises and
performance studies designed to expand your bass playing in a wide range of
musical styles. The rhythms and bass lines presented are excellent for
developing sight-reading skills and technical proficiency.
Using the Internet as a teaching tool, this book is aimed at any instrumentalist
seeking to develop their understanding of rhythms. All examples use one pitch,
allowing the student to focus completely on time and rhythm. This book applies
both eighth and sixteenth note rhythms to odd meter combinations. Audio
examples for all exercises in the form of midi files can be downloaded from the
internet.
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